Abstract-It is widely accepted that dead reckoning based on the rolling with no slip condition on wheels is not a reliable method to ascertain the position and orientation of a mobile robot for any reasonable distance. We establish that wheel slip is inevitable under the dynamic model of motion iisirig classical results on the accessibility and controllability in nonlinear control theory and an analytical model of rolling of two linearly elastic bodies.
I. Introduction
The mobility literature of wheeled mobile robots with fixed, centered, off-centered, and omnidirectional wheels is traditionally founded on the equations of motion derived from the rolling with no slip constraint on the wheels. Toget,her with the wheel orientation encoders that are used to infer the configuration (end-point) of the mobile robot, these constraints are convenient in reducing the order of the statespace description of the mobile robot. However, deadreckoning error is substantial for large distances. It renders the reduced state-space model and the corresponding deadreckoning method of inferring the configuration of the mobile robot, at best, questionable.
Our objective in this paper is to explore the implications of imposing the rolling with no slip condition using classical results on the accessibility and controllability in nonlinear control theory [NV 901 . When the rolling constraints are imposed, they allow forces at the wheel-ground interface to be transmitted up to the frictional bound with perfect rolling contact. The analytical theory of two bodies in rolling contact, however, establishes a definite slip associated with the traction forces at the wheel-ground interface. We consider that the traction forces at the wheel-ground interface are determined under the following conditions:
Hypothesis 1 : a. The rolling bodies are linearly elastic, b. Quasi-identity relation on the elastic properties of the two bodies in contact holds. (This includes the case when the two bodies are elastically similar and approximates the situation when one body, say a rubber wheel, is incompressible, and the other body, say the concrete ground, is relatively rigid.) c. The area of contact between the two bodies is symmetric about the direction of the rolling of the wheels.
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The conditions we identify are roughly the following:
If the constraints in the lateral (sideways) and longitudinal (rolling) directions of a wheel transmit traction forces determined under the conditions of Hypothesis 1, then only mobile robots with off-centered wheels can, in general, preserve the kinematic constraints imposed by the wheels. The state of rest is, however, an equilibrium point of the dynamic system.
If the constraints in l,he lateral (sideways) direction of the wheels are satisfied, then preserving the longitudinal direction constraint of rolling with n o slzp with wheelground traction determined under the conditions of Hypothesis 1 implies that the base of those mobile robots with fixed, centered, and omnidirectional wheels cannot change its state from the state of rest -a case of zero accessibility (and controllability) for the base of the mobile robot.
In effect, we identify conditions for which wheel slip is inevitable. A key aspect of our study is the analytical formulation of the theory of rolling of two linearly elastic bodies in contact. The origin of such studies is founded in the law of friction of Coulomb-Amontons, the analytic models of deformation of a three-dimensional half-space elastic body due to a concentrated load of Boussinesq (1885) and Cerruti (1882), and Hertz's theory (1882) of two elastic surfaces with curvature in contact. Application of these theories to the study of rolling contact between two bodies was initiated by Carter (1926), who gave solutions of a two-dimensional problem, i.e., when the extents of the rolling objects lie in a plane. 
Kinematics
This section introduces the kinematic constraints imposed by the nature and configuration of various types of wheels of the mobile robot. The following sub-sections consider the form of the specific instances of the kinematic constraints of a wheel type of a mobile robot. 
B. Kinematic Constraints Imposed b y Wheels
Our model of a wheeled mobile robot is a generalized model of such robots considered by Campion et. al. [CBD 931 . A wheeled mobile robot has either conventional type wheel or an omnidirectional type wheel. A conventional type wheel has a given axis about which the wheel can rotate and is driven. It is of the following three categories: (i) fixed, [ii) centered orientable, and (iii) off-centered orientable. A n omnidirectional wheel can rotate about an arbitrary axis of rotation in the plane of motion of the base of the mobile robot and is (usually) driven about one given axis in that plane. The configuration of a mobile robot with an arhitrary combination of wheels is described by the following: X I . the three coordinates of the base. 
where r is the radius of the wheel about the driven direction 4, and r' is the radius of the omnidirectional wheel about the The three scalar constraints in Eq. (1) for each wheel restrict the motion of the base of the mobile robot at the center point of wheel-ground contact in the 2, y, and 6' directions of the slip coordinate system Me,. For convenience, the slip coordinate frame 2-direction will also be called the longitudinal direction, the y-direction as the lateral direction, and the 8-direction as the rotutional direction. In this terminology, the scalar kinematic constraints for each wheel are also called longitudinal, lateral and rotational constraints due to the rjth-wheel. Let the longitudinal, lateral, and rotational constraints for all the wheels be collected in the form J , X c , J , X c , and J Q X , , respectively, where for p E { x , y} and constraints in the third column due to the angular velocity of the wheels are further expanded into four subcomponents corresponding to the fixed, centered, off-centered, and omnidirectional wheels.
The functional dependency of the terms in the jacobian are: J , I~( x I , X I ) , J , 3 f ( x l , X 1 ) ,
The constraints in the longitudinal direction impose rolling with n o slip condition on the wheels of the mobile robot. The constraints in the lateral and rotational directions impose no- 
Rolling contact of two elastic bodies
The theory of frictional rolling of two bodies addresses the problem of determining the traction force at the wheelground contact. A large fraction of this literature is dedicated to the rolling of tires founded in the empirical models of tire mechanics. We, however, limit our study to linearly elastic wheels. In particular, the two bodies in rolling contact are assumed to follow our Hypothesis 1.
The analytical theory of frictional rolling of two linearly elastic bodies associates a definite slip called creep associated with the traction forces in the area of contact. We show a certain new symmetry in the creep-force relation. The remainder of this section reviews other symmetries with the elastic quasi-identitfly assumption of Hypothesis 1 given by Kalker [Kalker 671 . Thee,e relations, in effect, allow us to infer the traction forces a t zero slip velocity. Though the new symmetry we show does not require the quasi-identity assumptions, we also need another symmetry that is valid only with the quasi-identii;y assumption. Therefore, in general, our conclusions on wheel slip remain valid only with the quasi-identity assumption.
A . Creep-Force Relation Problem Definition
Consider a linearly elastic circular body, denoted e j , rolling on a planar linearly elastic material. Let the velocity of the center of the wheel a.xle, XyeJ, be in the 2-direction of the slip coordinate frame, Me,, defined in Sect. 11-B. Let J{,,,,Rp, refer to the j t h row in the e t h type row block of the Jacobians J,, J,, or J Q defined in Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively. The terms J{r,y,e}e3Xc represent the rigid slip of the wheel at the wheel gr'3und interface in the 2 , y, and 6' directions, respectively, of the slip coordinate frames. Define U,,, , the longitudinal creepage, uye, , the lateral creepage, and uoe3, the spin for the wheels as
(4)
where V,, = (xceJI is the magnitude of the 2-direction velocity of the point on the axle of the wheel (recall that by the choice of the frame M e , , the y-direction velocity is zero). The creepage and spin are ratios of the rigid wheel slip to the magnitude of the translational velocity of the axle of a wheel. Let the area of contact of the wheel with the ground be denoted Ce,? described in the respective slip coordinate frames. The material in the two bodies in the area of contact deform elas'tically due to the friction-induced tangential traction and the vertical load-induced compression. Let the slip coordinate frames be the choice of the coordinate system to describe the contact area Ce3. Let us add z-axis to the slip frames so that the z-positive direction points into the material oj',the wheel. In this description, the two bodies are approximated as half-spaces with the material on z 2 0 and z 5 0 of the slip coordinate frames.
The elastic deformation on these half-spaces due to concentrated normal load in the z-direction and tangential load along the z-axis and the yaxis have been given by Boussinesq (1885) and Cerruti (1882) 
Due to the elastic material flow with respect to a reference frame moving with the wheel, the net relative displacement of one body with respect to the other a t a point in the area of contact is the sum of the gross rigid motion component and the relative elastic motion. The net relative velocity of one body with respect to the other a t a point (z,y) E C,, 
i.e.,
A B e j j V m e j , 090) = 0.
--
A z e j (0, V y e j , v~e j ) 0.
where p e , is the coefficient of friction a t the wheel-ground interface of e j t h wheel.
Determine (Arej, A, , , , A e e j ) , the traction forces at the wheelground interface defined as
The creep-force law problem is defined as follows: 
B. S y m m e t r y i n Creep-Force Relation
The problem of creep-force law as posed in Eq. (8) admits a symmetry relation that enables us to infer the traction forces on a special subset defined by no-lateral and no-angular slip.
Proposition 2: The traction symmetry relations A r e j ( V z e j , v y e j , VQ~,)
( V z e j , -p y e j , -Y Q ,~) ,
A y e l ( V z e j , Vyejr ~~e j ) = -Aye, (~z e j , -v y e j , -~e j ) ,
IV. Equation of motion without and with constraints
The dynamic model of mobile robot is obtained by EulerLagrange formulation subject to the external forces applied at the actuated joints, and the forces a t the wheel-ground interface. Let the vector of external (generalized) forces be
where the three degrees of freedom of the base of the mobile robot X I = (z,y,B) and t,he undriven direction of the omni-wheels are not directly actuated. The forces a t the wheel-ground interface are denoted A,, A, , and The generalized equations of motion is 2 -where I = diagonal (Ib, I,,, I+, I $ , I,) , is the diagonal inertia matrices composed of elements corresponding to the states X I , X Z , ~3 , ~4 , and ~5 , respectively. In lhis simplified form we have assumed, among other things, that the inertia of the base of the mobile robot I b is independent of the configuration of the plane containing centered and off-centered wheels.
A . Lateral Constraints Only
When lateral constraints are preserved, the kinematic constraints J,X, = 0 is imposed and the wheel-ground contact allows forces up to the frictional bound to be transmitted along these constraints. The kinematic constraints are reduced to the following form:
(11) (12)
The first type of constraint arises from the fixed and centered wheels. The second type arises from those of the off-centered wheels, and the third type from the omnidirectional wheels.
If Jll is of rank three, then any motion in the plane is im- 
where
The configuration parameters X, = ( X I , x2, x3, x4, x5) together with xv = ( X 6 , x7, xg), the independent parameterization of the velocities in Eq. (13), form the state space of the wheeled mobile robot. Let an element of this state space be denoted x = (x,, x u ) . With a nonsingular kinematic parameterization in Eq. 
B. Lateral a n d Longitudinal Constraints
The set of longitudinal constraints impose rolling wzth n o slip condition on the wheels of the mobile robot. We derive the conditions on the equations of motion if the longitudinal constraints, aside from t hme lateral ones, are also preserved. Recall that when 1ongitudi:nal constraints are imposed in this manner, the equations of motion so obtained allow wheel torque up to the frictional bound to be transmitted a t the wheel-ground interface along the direction of their rolling. (x,, x2, x 4 , x5, x~) , 
V. Can laterall and longitudinal constraints be preserved ?
Consider the situation when neither lateral (sideways) nor the longitudinal (rolling) direction constraints are imposed centered, off-centered, and omnidirectional wheels; i.e., the traction forces in either of these directions are determined by the creep-force law of Sect. 111.
on the equations of motion of a mobile robot with fixed, Theorem 6: In general, only mobile robots with offcentered wheels can preserve lateral and longitudinal constraints.
Proof. The state-space is defined by the set of independent coordinates (x., X.) = ( X I , x2, x~, x4, x5, XI, X,, X,, ~4 , x,).
The dynamic model of the mobile robot without lateral and longitudinal constra.int,s imposed b y t,he wheels is given by equation (9). When the lateral and longitudinal constraints are preserved, it follows from the Corollaries 3 and 5 that wheel-ground traction forces A, and A, are zero. Consider the oR-centered wheels. If the lateral constrairits are preserved, the longitudinal constraints in equation Eq. (2) The equations of motion in Eq. (9) must prescrve these constraints. It follows that the T~~ and T +~~ are determined iiniqnely as a function of the state. A similar construction for the fixed and centered wheels results in state-dependent contraints that are not satisfied in general. For instance, only when (x1)3, the angular velocity of the base of the mobile robot, is zero, can the fixed and centered wheels preserve the lateral constraints. Another construction for the omnidirectional wheels results in disparate ~+~d arising from the lateral U Corollary 7: If a mobile robot with off-centered wheels preserves the lateral and the longitudinal const,raint#s, then the state of rest is an equilibrium point. Proof.
Hence, by Corollary 3 , the angular traction vanishes. It is easy to verify that the drift term and the state-dependent inputs T~~ and T +~~ determined in the proof of Theorem 6 all vanish at the state of rest.
I
and the longitudinal constraints, respectively.
At the state of rest, the spin is zero.
VI. Local controllability with lateral constraints
Consider a control system of the form X = f ( x ) + C,gt(x)ut If the drift vector field f of the control system vanishes, then this local accessibility result also implies local controllability [NV 901.
Theorem 8: Consider a mobile robot without off-centered wheels and preserving the rolling with n o slip condition restricted to the subset where the angular velocity of the plane of the centered wheels, if any, is zero. The dimension of the accessibility algebra C of the control system is zero at the state of rest in the subspace parameterizing the configuration and the velocity of the base of the mobile robot. Proof. The accessibility algebra C is defined by brackets of the form [X,, [ There are no off-centered wheels. The state x4, the free-wheeling direction of the omnidirectional wheels, is decoupled from the rest of the equations of motion. Hence, we drop the states xz and x4, the control input T~~ and by renumbering obtain the control equations whose functional dependency is as follows: f " ( x ) = fJ1(X1,X3>X4), f q x ) = f J 2 ( X 5 ) , F ( x ) = f ' 3 ( X 6 ) r f J 4 ( X ) = fI4 (XI 3 x3, x4 j X5r X6)r of rest are zero. When this chain of dependency is followed until k = 0, the brackets Br(0) must get instantiated to either the vector field f ' or g; and we have already shown that such terms for f' I or g; do indeed vanish a t the state of rest.
VII. Conclusion
We have considered the dynamic model of motion of a mobile robot with an arbitrary combination of conventional fixed wheels, centered wheels, off-centered wheels, and omnidirectional wheels. It is a standard practice in mechanics to reduce the number of independent variables describing the state of the mobile robot by considering that the wheels undergo rolling with no slip motion. We, however, developed the dynamic model without incorporating the rolling with no slip condition. Our model, therefore, included an analytical model of the traction forces generated by the rolling of wheels under a set of assumptions given in Hypothesis 1 for the linearly elastic wheels.
We established that the lateral (sideways) constraints and the longitudinal (rolling direction) constraints imposed by the wheels cannot, in general, be preserved by mobile robots with fixed, centered, off-centered and/or omnidirectional wheels.
Assuming that the lateral (sideways) slip of wheels for a straight line (large curvature) trajectory of the base of the mobile robot is likely to be small, we imposed the lateral constraints. We considered mobile robots with a combination of wheels of the conventional fixed, centered, or omnidirectional type. We showed that the base of the mobile robot has zero accessibility and controllability as long as the angular orientation of the plane of the centered wheels has zero velocity. Therefore, the fixed, centered, and omnidirectional wheels cannot preserve the longitudinal (rolling direction) constraints. An example in [Sh 961 shows the necessity of the minor condition of zero velocity of the plane of centered wheels on the zero controllability result. The base of a mobile robot with off-centered wheels can also change it5 configuration by a crab-like motion when the lateral constraints are imposed.
In summary, wheel slip iij inevitable according to the proposed model.
